Special 1:
Attend SAMTRAC E-Learning International and NEBOSH IGC for R27 480 (incl. VAT)
As a health and safety professional, you’re always looking for relevant training to set yourself ahead of the rest, and help you bring your company closer to ‘zero harm’. With both SAMTRAC and NEBOSH, your qualifications are aligned to international safety excellence.

An interactive, online training course, SAMTRAC (one of the most sought-after risk management courses), allows you to complete your training in your own time, accommodating your lifestyle and meeting your specific study requirements. NEBOSH is recognised worldwide as a vital component in safety management.

Special 2:
Attend SAMTRAC classroom (R18 990 incl. VAT) and get ISO 45001: Introduction E-Learning FREE
Achieve knowledge critical to occupational health, safety and environmental management, and manage all aspects of risk management and legal compliance with NOSA’s SAMTRAC and ISO 45001: Introduction E-Learning courses.

With these courses you will:
• create good working conditions across your organisation
• identify hazards and implement controls to manage these hazards
• reduce workplace accidents and illnesses to cut related costs and downtime
• improve business credentials
• demonstrate compliance to customers and suppliers.

Special 3:
If you have EVER attended NEBOSH training at NOSA, you can register for SAMTRAC E-Learning at a discounted rate of R12 900 (incl. VAT)
Enhance your existing HSE qualifications with internationally-accredited SAMTRAC International E-Learning, providing essential understanding in best practice safety management principles, from NOSA.